Diagnostic Breast Imaging is the third edition of a highly acclaimed textbook for health professionals involved in the diagnosis of breast disease. This edition has been updated to include advances in current breast imaging modalities such as mammography, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and percutaneous interventions. Significant emerging technologies, for example digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), are presented using evidence-based methods.
The authors of this book, Sylvia Heywang-Koebrunner, Sylvia Schreer and Susan Barter are internationally wellrenowned expert radiologists. Additional contributions are provided by radiologist Fleur Kilburn-Toppin, medical physicist John Kotre and pathologist Joerg Naehrig demonstrating the significance of the multidisciplinary team approach to breast imaging.
The layout of the book into three main sections facilitates readability. These sections are concerned with three key aspects of breast imaging: (I) methods, (II) appearances and (III) applications, and each has a number of 'subsections' which individually provide a current and relevant reference and recommended reading list. Section I (methods) describes the techniques and rationale for the modalities currently used in breast imaging and includes patient history plus specific information to give patients to prepare them for breast imaging procedures. Detailed accounts of the techniques and applicability of mammography, sonography, MRI, emerging technologies, breast biopsy and preoperative localisation are presented. While this represents standard technical information, the detail is exceptional and is accompanied by complementary diagrams and images. Of special mention is the detail provided on accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of mammography (pp. 22-24) . For each modality, the purpose, accuracy, possibilities and limitations are provided to enhance understanding of their benefits and constraints and assist in decisions concerning the appropriate modality to be used alone or in combination for optimal diagnosis of a particular breast tissue appearance. The analysis of the clinical significance of each modality provides a welcome addition to the technical information. Interpretation and documenting techniques are included for both mammography and sonography.
The authors' appreciation that mammography is 'one of the most difficult examinations in conventional radiology' (p. 25) is a truism not often acknowledged. Acknowledgement in a significant text such as this contributes to enhancing the professional standing of radiographers dedicated to mammography.
Of particular note in the subsection on emerging technologies is the discussion of current research investigating the future role of DBT in the perception and analysis of breast abnormalities (pp. 178-179). Of interest for imaging professionals are the potential benefits of increased detection rates including for women with dense breasts. Pertinent for professionals involved in breast cancer treatment is that DBT has shown increased accuracy in breast cancer size and stage, thus allowing more accurate evaluations of treatment and prognosis.
In Section II, the appearances of the normal breast are provided initially as a reference for identifying breast abnormalities. Common benign conditions such as cysts, fibroadenomas and mastitis are described, and interestingly, in subsection 14, lesions of uncertain malignant potential (B3) are discussed including the diagnostic strategy, therapeutic recommendations and risk factors associated with these 'difficult to diagnose' appearances. Appearances of malignant lesions as well as breast abnormalities due to trauma or surgery are presented in the text and images, while women with implants, skin changes and the male breast are the focus of the final subsections. For each type of abnormality, diagnostic strategies and goals are provided, which include an analysis of appropriate modalities for diagnosis (e.g. p. 480).
Section III presents an evidence-based overview of current debates in screening as well as additional methods for evaluating screening findings such as work-up views. Solving of problems in symptomatic patients follows with a detailed section on differential diagnosis and assessment which clearly sets out the diagnostic question and a suggested diagnostic strategy (p. 597). The detailed subsection on the mammographically dense breast and associated images (p. 632) provides essential knowledge given the problems associated with dense breasts and missed cancers. Finally, problems associated with young patients are discussed and diagnostic strategies suggested.
This book is well presented; the quality of the binding, the typography and the cover design are excellent. The print is legible and includes 1205 illustrations within the text comprising diagrams and images. The majority of these are of high quality. However, there are a few predominantly ultrasound and MRI images which are overly dark and visualisation of detail is compromised (e.g. pp. 148, 201).
The aim of the authors in writing this text was to increase standardisation by providing a systematic way of detection, diagnosis and assessment in breast imaging. This they have achieved effectively. Overall, this book is a comprehensive and detailed appraisal of diagnostic breast imaging and undeniably of considerable interest and advantage for health professional students and practitioners closely involved in the diagnosis of breast cancer: radiologists, radiographers, breast physicians, sonographers, surgeons, oncologists and pathologists. Besides, professionals concerned with breast cancer treatment such as radiation therapists and radiation oncologists may also benefit from an understanding of how imaging modalities provide the diagnosis and localisation of malignant tumours. This book stands apart from similar texts on breast imaging due to the extensive detail and analysis of the modalities, the evidence-based approach and the problem-solving diagnostic strategies provided. As a researcher and lecturer in breast imaging, I would certainly purchase this book. This is clearly an essential text for medical radiation science students and practitioners learning, practising and researching in mammography. The price is reasonable compared to other similar publications and should be acquired for university libraries wherever medical radiation sciences is taught. 
